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Abstract
Current designs of social agents (chatbots, conversational
agents, robots) do not explicitly communicate affiliation
to their users—it is unclear whether an agent is intended
to be “owned” by an individual or by several users (e.g., a
family). As a result, users do not know who has access
to information and functions within the agent. In addition,
the extent to which agents are affiliated with a service
provider may prevent users from engaging in valuable
agent features due to privacy concerns. My work explores
how design can be used to indicate agent ownership
models to users, and how service providers might alter
their services to convey that people’s agents, and more
importantly, the information they hold, is theirs.

Author Keywords
Social agents; Robots; Chatbots; Ownership; Privacy

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Interaction design the-
ory, concepts and paradigms;

Introduction
My work employs a combination of design and engineer-
ing inquiry to probe, envision, and assess behaviors of
intelligent social agents that use AI to learn and function
in complex social contexts.
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Unlike other technology, social agents (conversational
agents, chatbots, robots) make use of social cues to in-
teract with people [15]. In my previous work, I found that
people expect agents to become better social communi-
cators by improving their understanding of social roles
and context, providing highly personalized services, and
generating continuous interactions with users [10, 20].

These personalized behaviors also raise questions about
agent ownership—participants have expressed desire
to know who an agent belongs to and who it is account-
able to. They indicated that this knowledge would allow
them to anticipate agents’ behavior in complex social situ-
ations, for instance, in a case of conflicting requests from
different users, or when one user asks to gain access to
information of another [10].

Yet the design of ownership in current social agents (e.g.,
Amazon Echo, Google Home) is mostly left undecided.
Instead, all users are treated equally through impersonal,
segmented interactions. Furthermore, they are frequently
associated with their service provider, making it more dif-
ficult to trust the agent to be involved in complex social
and private affairs, and to create a real sense of owner-
ship. Additional research is required to begin to draw out
what it might mean to personally or collectively own an
agent, and whether people can fully “own” an agent that is
associated with a service provider.

Figure 1: Participants indicated
they would like to have a
personally-owned agent that has
extensive knowledge about them
and that can assist them across
contexts, like at a DMV [9, 20].

Related Work
Over 50 million Americans own a smart speaker, and over
40% have used a chatbot in the past year [17]. In contrast
to the simple services they currently provide, agents use
of speech causes people to perceive them as social [15],
and to interact with them similarly to how they interact
with other people [14, 19]. Having interactions with agents

in social spaces, such as people’s homes, also increases
their perceived “socialness” [18]. Yet most conversational
agents today do not have an understanding of the social
dynamics around them, lack personalization, and are
shared between several users [21].

Sharing technology—accounts and devices alike—is a
common practice that can reflect on the type and quality
of relationships between individuals [6]. People share
devices mostly due to convenience or economic consid-
erations [12]. This is not without accounting for privacy:
People are more likely to share devices with people they
trust [4], and research finds that the cost of losing privacy
is weighed against the usefulness of sharing a device [7].

In addition to privacy concerns, social differences are also
raised when sharing technology. Previous work found
that children are more likely to attribute intelligence and
social skills to their agents than adults are [21, 5]. Sharing
behavior itself also changes—it is common for children
to share technology with their siblings, but not with their
parents [6]. Teenagers, on the other hand, are more likely
to create and use separate, personalized profiles [4].

Regardless of all of the above, current designs of social
agents do not explicitly support neither shared nor per-
sonalized use, and raise questions about how to do so.
Self Extension theory details the complex relationship
between the self and owned objects. According to the the-
ory, things are not merely owned by individuals, but can
be a critical component in shaping their self perception [2].
This emphasizes the importance of designing agents that
take ownership into account to intentionally design for
personal or shared use.
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Design Cues for User Ownership
Based on prior work [10], and in line with social agents’
trajectory towards understanding and involvement in so-
cial contexts [1], a clear design choice regarding owner-
ship is necessary. For instance, in a workplace, whether
an agent that assists an employee is owned by the em-
ployee or by their employer is likely to influence how the
agent is perceived and impact the human-agent collabo-
ration. In the context of the home, given that teenagers
tend to distance themselves from the technologies their
parents use [4], they are also likely to alter their interac-
tion depending on whether an agent is affiliated with their
parents, or if it is perceived as theirs.

Figure 2: Characters and their
agents in a theater exploration of
personal-ownership: An older
adult with an assistive agent (top),
an adult with an emotional
support robot (center), a boy with
his self-reflection agent (bottom).

As there are currently no design patterns that could guide
the design of agents to communicate affiliation and own-
ership, in my work I have explored what it might mean to
design a personally or collectively owned agent. Findings
suggest that the design of an agent’s behavior can be suc-
cessful in indicating its ownership model, and as a result
influence its perception, social role and experience.

Personally-owned Agents in the Home
As people do not currently have personally-owned and
socially sophisticated agents, I used a theater devising
approach as Design Fiction [3]. Theater can allow re-
searchers to explore how a design that does not yet exist
may fit into people’s lives, along with some of the com-
plexities it might introduce [13, 11, 23]. It also allows de-
signers and researchers to develop empathy towards a
range of potential users [16]. Through a co-design pro-
cess with theater professionals and audience members,
we were able to immerse into the felt-experience of a fu-
ture with socially sophisticated agents in the home, and
explore a range of possible futures [8].

Results of the performance analysis suggested that the

role of an agent is critical in determining whether it should
be designed as a personally-owned or shared agent:
Agents that had an “expertise”, such as assistive agents,
were expected to be designed as personally-owned and
to solely interact with their primary user. However, they
were still expected to have a broad understanding of their
primary user’s social world and connections.

Findings also indicated several specific design cues that
can communicate shared versus personal ownership to
users. For example, including highly empathetic behavior
towards owners, or treatment of the owner’s location and
personal space as the agents’ “home base” [8].

Community-Owned Agents Online
We conducted a field investigation of how social chatbots
might interact with a group or community, rather than with
individuals, through an online community chatbot. In this
study we designed and implemented a chatbot called
BabyBot, that was “born” within a community and “raised”
by learning from community members’ behaviors on a
Twitch game-streaming channel. We found that the bot’s
design resulted in it being perceived as a community-
owned entity [22].

In an analysis of the design, we found three design choices
that we believe contributed to the community’s sense of
shared ownership over the bot: (1) The community par-
ticipated in “creating” the agent. As the chatbot built its
language corpus solely based on the conversation in the
channel, users were able to “identify themselves” in the
bot; (2) This ability to identify one member’s impact on the
bot’s behavior communicated to users that they shared
the responsibility of interacting with it “right.” Personal,
alongside collective responsibility contributed to this
sense of ownership; (3) The introduction of one-on-one
interaction opportunities with the bot provided a sense of
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personalization within the group, and created individual
connections with it.

Suggested Future Work
In my previous work I was able to communicate the in-
tended ownership of agents to users through “social”
behavior. Yet given the current relationship between so-
cial entity service providers (e.g., Amazon Echo, Google
Home) and their users, creating a sense of ownership is
more complicated. This is because service providers are
strongly affiliated with their agents, and are perceived,
to some extent, as those who own them—they have
control over how agents behave, and more importantly,
control over the data they use and collect. For example,
users have expressed concerns about the involvement of
Amazon, rather than the agent, in socially complex situa-
tions, such as in an instance of interpersonal quarrel, or
if a child is misbehaving. While people did not mind for
agents to intervene, they did not want Amazon to have
access to this kind of personal information [10].

Thus, in order to design for more than merely the sense
of ownership, service providers might need to introduce
alternative service design approaches for social agents.
Perhaps service providers can offer models that detach
the agent from the company, and instead create ones that
can be shared and co-created within a community or by
an individual.

In the final part of my thesis, I intend to explore models
of ownership and possession across both technological
and non-technological devices, and examine ownership
relationships between service providers and users. This
work is intended to provide additional insight into how
service providers might need to alter the service design
of social agents to make room for personal user own-

ership. Designing agent services that are perceived as
personally-owned or family-owned, rather than owned
by the service provider, may set ground for agents to be-
come more socially sophisticated and personalized, and
perhaps better collaborators with people.

Conclusion
As agents become more socially involved, users lack an
understanding of who the agent is accountable to [10].
Two aspects of agent ownership should be addressed:
(1) User ownership—is the agent personally-owned, or
shared? If personally-owned, should others be able to
use it? If shared, should people outside the group be able
to interact with it? (2) Service ownership—how does the
affiliation with service providers influence the perception
of agent ownership? Should service providers alter their
current social agent service design to better accommo-
date ownership of socially complex agents?

More investigation into each of these aspects is required,
as it will enable a better understanding of how to design
for ownership while considering the influence of service-
affiliation. As a result, designers and service providers
may be able to design social agents that better support
socially-complex tasks and situations, and that are (right-
fully) trusted by their users.
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